
RE: TIM CLARK GUEST OPINON: MAPLE LEAF; WHAT ARE THE OTHER OPTIONS? 
 
Comments 
 
 Amy Kelso   Love to hear from someone who has no direct or indirect financial interest give an opinion    
 
 Ron Lawson   Great read with valid points. Too bad I can't share it.    
 
 Amy Kelso   Copy and paste    
 
 Jim Kindred   Well my opinion means nothing but here ya go. Me dream was always to move to brown county. I 
was able to do that 24 years ago. I have owned 3 businesses here worked for others here raised my family ran for 
public office. And now am completing plans to move as far away as I can. The mismanagement of this county is 
unbielveable. Waste is so bad. Our taxes are so high and we get nothing in return. My dreams have been smashed 
due to the people that think they are special and only there opinion matters. I don't know why anybody would want to 
move here or even think of starting a business here. Most of the elected only tho knof themselves and there ego.    
 
Ron Lawson I wish I could say I disagree with you Jim. But if anyone thinks that this is a business friendly County, 
that's nonsense.  
If your business is not related to the tourist industry, no one's interested.  
 
I graduated Brown County High school, almost 45 years ago. At that time you had three options. Leave the county and 
go to school. Leave the county and go to work. Or stay in the county and wait tables (restaurant work), turn down beds 
(motel work), or work in a shop. All minimum wage.  
 
20 years later, my children had those same options when they graduated from the same school. Last year my oldest 
granddaughter graduated from the same high school, with the exact same options. Seriously, that's pathetic! Why do 
we as citizens of this county not demand more?  
 
And now we're talking about a $10 million loan. for what? More of the same. It appears to me that the county residents 
are asked to guarantee the payment in order to benefit just a few. While you suggest miss-management. Perhaps, but it 
certainly seems to be something far more sinister.  
 
You want to borrow $10 million to help the county? How about a countywide Internet capable of attracting businesses? 
How about some financial incentives to attract larger businesses to this area? It's not like we don't have the workforce!!!  
 
Instead, as taxpayers we're asked to be forced to guarantee payment on a $10 million note so we can attempt to get 
"more heads on the beds?" Even if that successful, who does it really benefit????? Is the goal to add more rooms, 
increase the occupancy percentage, maybe have some of the trickle down to the shops in town? For what? So we can 
add even more minimum-wage jobs to the area? People can't afford to work and live here as it is!!!  
 
It seems everyone wants to come here, then slam the door behind them. No one wants to change anything for the 
betterment of the county residents! Unless you're retired, or own a business related to the tourist industry, you cannot 
buy at home and work in the county that you live. And now, even though it's been tried before, we're going to get the 
county in the entertainment venue business? I'm pretty sure that we have a businessman who has interest in building an 
entertainment venue. Apparently it's so foolproof he can't obtain financing.  
 
This kind of thinking is exactly what has left in this county stagnant all of my life. When are we going to start electing 
people who care about the county residents and less about their own interests? 
 
 Janis Kelp   Ron Lawson You hit that on the head. As you know we too went to school here and opted to go out of 
the county to work for the majority of my working years do we could make enough to live here.    
   
 Beverly Hynes   My opinion accounts for very little, but that has never stopped me before. I am just thinking about 
what they are offering the town for 1 a 10million dollar loan,more minimum-wage jobs,new roads through the 
apartment and Health and Living Center . You have not stopped to think about your most vulnerable citizens . I 
believe the apartments were built in a low traffic area for there safety and convenient to there needs.I don't think 
anyone would have thought ,anyone with common sense would think it would be a good idea on every week end to 
direct more people than the town holds right through the middle of our most vulnerable citizens. So on week end they 



can hold up at home fearing to go out. It would be wonderful if you so call decision makers could think outside the 
box and do better than minimum-wage jobs. Start thinking of the citizens and not what is best for you. I know you are 
all set on having the music center the only objection is where you are planning on building. and don't say it the only 
place to build. Who is realtor in this deal?    
 
 Amy Kelso   I don't think everyone is for it..I certainly am NOT..I don't want the taxpayers on the hook and in 
business competing against other business under the guise of "gorilla marketing "    
 
 Jeff Foster   First off, as a local musician myself, I'm all for the construction of the Maple Leaf, and the Opry. In my 
view, Brown County's music scene has been gradually (and quite organically) reaching parity with our long history as 
a center of the visual arts, and the performing arts (music and dance) need venues. The Playhouse does an excellent 
job in spite of having no parking and a limited footprint, but larger, more accommodating venues would help 
strengthen our resources for music presentation.     
 
 Doug Harden's concept drawings are breathtaking and beautifully express the Brown County style of architecture, 
and we are fortunate to have a man with his vision working in Nashville and so committed to our community. I 
definitely want to see the ML built and flourishing. That said, I too have reservations about the plan as proposed, 
particularly with regards where it should be positioned and financed.   
 
 In his BCD opinion piece, Tim Clark raised many good points, among them an option I had not considered for some 
reason, that being the old Ski World property. I don't know who owns it, or if it would even be available, but to me 
that would make a far better location, perhaps the ideal one: it's more picturesque, sorely in need of redemption after 
the Ski World fiasco (if not by the ML, then by what?), avoids cramming a music venue into our already congested 
central shopping/retirement/medical area, and its proximity to Bloomington and easy access on the 46 would be a 
logistical and marketing advantage, I should think.   
 
 Tim also raised his concerns over the funding being underwritten by the taxpayers, writing, "The project is also being 
marketed as 'too good to fail.' If this is true, then take some time to market the venue to private developers who can 
raise capital to fund the venture." I agree on this point. The Opry is apparently back on track precisely because 
private investors found the project attractive, and have committed themselves financially to make it happen. I think 
the ML project should do the same. County government getting involved in what is essentially private enterprise (with 
all the inherent risks pertaining thereto) is not a proper extension of its mandate.   
 
 Ron Lawson commented above, "You want to borrow $10 million to help the county? How about a countywide 
Internet capable of attracting businesses?" Not to digress too much here, but I support this idea 100%, as it would, in 
my view, be a truly egalitarian effort to better the living standard of every homeowner and business in Brown County, 
and therefore a proper goal of local government. At broadband's present rate of expansion in Brown County, we'll be 
waiting at least another 20 years before local residents, businesses and distance workers acquire widely distributed 
access to what can now be considered an essential utility.   
 
 The Maple Leaf is a worthy project by any estimation. But it should be thought-through with input from the entire 
community to ensure we do it right. We should want to avoid another Ski World debacle. I'm not at all convinced the 
old Snyder farm as a location, nor the idea of taxpayers holding the ultimate responsibility for financing the project, 
meets that criteria.   
 
 Ron Lawson   I take no issue with the protect and can see it somewhat beneficial. However this is NOT nor should 
ever be considered a project funded with taxpayer dollars, guarantees, nor underwritten by the government.     
 
 It's easy to label a project "to good to fail" when you're not using your own money not taking any of the risk. But 
standing first in line to benefit from the project.    
 
 Those so confident of the success of the project and most likely to benefit from it should look elsewhere for funding 
and it a partner than the local government.    
 
 We have so much to offer larger employers. I can testify the work force here is astounding. Let's look for other grants 
available that would be more beneficial to all. Protects that will attract private sector that are willing to invest their 
own money and bring jobs that pay more than minimum wage.    
 
 It seems the mindset it to steer away from such projects. Is it because the competition for that work Force will cause 



a few to be forced to pay more for the quality people?   
 
 Doug Harden   It's a dream to think that Brown County will ever have industry. Both of our neighbors have excess, 
empty manufacturing space, a trained workforce, major highway access, infrastructure, etc..... Why would anyone 
spend the extra $$ to start from scratch here? I've attempted to formulate a project to build a small industrial park in 
the Gnawbone area, a couple of times and every time the people I talk to aren't interested. Our industry is tourism, 
like it or not.    
 
 Doug Harden   Thanks for the kudos Jeff.     
 I've studied every known site in the county over the last 8 years and there are reasons why most were not on the final 
list.    
 
 Ski World has many of the same issues as the others that were unsuitable...namely, no infrastructure, small available 
useable area when you consider you'd have to buy the whole parcel...and the main fact that the ONLY reason this 
venue needs to be revived is for the biggest economic impact for the County / Town.    
 
 As with the Gnawbone site, the impact would be negligible if people could "easily" simply return to the cities.    
 
 I know some don't understand the economic impact issues and some don't believe it actual provides such, but the 
growth of Town and the County after the Opry opened proves the impact. There are also studies that show for a 
$10M to $30M annual total impact of a venue a like this.    
 
 I've met with people who have over 35 years of experience running much larger venues and the largest promoter in 
the country about the location, size and available acts for this venue and ALL support this effort I scope and location. 
To be honest, the Snyder Farm is at the top of the list for all the named reasons.    
 
 I don't know how many times or ways this needs to be said, but the Tax we are using IS the Innkeeper's Tax. It's 
generated and collected by them and the State statute that governs this tax, states very specifically, that it is ONLY 
to be used to "promote conventions and visitations" to Brown County…as a means of growing and supporting our 
overnight lodging industry.    
 
 As far as how this project will be funded, it will be entirely by the Innkeeper's Tax...so unless you stay in a Hotel or 
rental cabin (less than 30 days) citizens of BC are NOT the people paying ANY of this cost. It is true, that in case of a 
total collapse of our lodging businesses, the backup to pay the bond would be income tax…BUT there would have to 
be a National total economic collapse for something that drastic to occur…and we’d obviously have much bigger 
problems to deal with in that case.   
 
 There is SO much disinformation being thrown about in these threads…the REAL information has been posted, 
printed and said numerous times…. Just look for it before repeating falsehoods.   
 
 Ron Lawson   Our ONLY industry is tourism because that's the ONLY industry that has had any political support for 
the past 60+ years.     
 
 I absolutely do not buy into the position that this county cannot support a larger employer than the county 
government!    
 
 Even smaller business with 30 to 100 employees, in a more lucrative field that can support a 30K and up wage are 
out there. But in this environment, if you don't have internet and a fire department that an insurance company will 
consider as a fire department, you're absolutely right. We will never have an industry that benefits more than just a 
few.    
 
 Got 10 million to invest? That would go a long way if applied to a full time fire department.   
 
 Doug Harden   Where would this magical $10M come from? Not the Innkeeper's Tax.    
  Like I said, I've tried a few times to get someone to build an industrial Park and nobody was interested.   
 
 Ron Lawson   And if there isn't enough funds available in the "innkeepers tax" to pay the bond, who pays it?     
 I'm not aware of a separate entity called the innkeepers tax. Therefore, you cannot guarantee that the innkeepers tax 
will pay back the bond.    



 
 Assuming there isn't the cash on hand from the innkeepers tax to cover this project, Would the innkeepers or the 
supporters of this project personally guarantee this would be paid by the innkeepers tax and provide an insurance 
policy with the county as beneficiary in case the funds are not available? Seems like a reasonable request for a 
project that is "Too Good To Fail" For reasons already mentioned, there is much more needs to be done with the, 
already strapped, income tax.    
 
 More could support this project with such guarantees.   
 
 Ron Lawson   Doug Harden     
 What did you offer?   
 
 Doug Harden   The Innkeeper's Tax currently collects around $900k/ year...this project would use around $560k of 
that. I've already stated what would cause this fund to not cover the costs.    
 
 Doug Harden   http://law.justia.com/.../2015/title-6/article-9/chapter-14/    

 
 2015 Indiana Code :: TITLE 6. TAXATION :: ARTICLE 9.…  
 LAW.JUSTIA.COM   
 Doug Harden   Projections are that this tax collection would grow to well over $1m. annually with the increased 
overnight stays because of this project.    
 
 Ron Lawson   We've had the innkeepers tax for years. If it takes in almost 1,000,000 a year, then there should be an 
off a lot of money laying around somewhere. Oh, it's used for other things. Exactly.     
 
 I'm not sure how that answers my question. Would anyone be willing to step up and personally guarantee that this 
would be paid by the Innkeepers tax?   
 
 Doug Harden   The guarantee" you ask for is in the legal framework that we're working through as we speak. I 
believe it's called a 'Lease Revenue' bond.    
 
 Ron Lawson   Doug Harden if that's the case, it shouldn't be a problem for someone or a group of people to 
guarantee the county would never have to pay this.     
 
 Any other investor would require this!!!!   
 
 Doug Harden   As far as what it has been spent on, the proof is in the growth the industry has seen since the Opry 
closed. Small but substantial. Our hope is to spend part of these funds on brick and mortar as the best way to 
accomplish the mission of this tax.    
  
 Ron Lawson   You're asking the county to basically cosign for this.    
 
 "In case of a total collapse of our lodging businesses, the back up to pay the bond would be the income tax" It is not 
an unreasonable request to ask those that would benefit the most from this project to guarantee this won't 
happen.  
 
 Ron Lawson   Will you not be competing with the Opry? Is this not the government competing with the private 
sector?     
 This guy who spent years trying to get this off the ground. And now this is how this county treats him? It sounds to 
me that this is more proof that this county is not a business friendly county.  
 
Gee, I wonder how you would have difficulty getting a business to relocate here.  



 
Doug Harden   You do realize that the beneficiaries of this project in fact ARE the citizens of BC? NO-ONE on our 
adhoc committee is going to be an owner / direct investor. I will be paid a normal fee to do actual design work at 
some point, but a lot of the work will be by other firms.    
 
 Ron Lawson   And you feel this somehow is a reason to support this project?     
 
 I don't believe this project will support very few people this county. Exactly what is the goal here? Just more heads 
on beds?  
 
 Doug Harden   I suggest you ask others if they think there will ever be an Opry to compete with. I personally have 
serious doubts. All that has been accomplished in 5 years is an ever changing opening date, promises and the 
occasional press release.    
 
 Doug Harden   I have studies and facts to back up the reasons to proceed with this project...I'd like to see more 
that just your 'belief'...if you don't. Yes, the goal of this tax is to increase heads in beds....and butts in seats of local 
restaurants, shops, etc...    
 
 Ron Lawson   Doug Harden what does that tell you Doug? Because I can tell you what it tells me. It tells me that this 
project can't get financing because no one feels that this is a project capable of sustaining itself.     
 
 I think it's fair to say that the little Opry wasn't a huge financial success prior to the fire. There are those that still 
believe it that was the reason for the fire.   
 
 Ron Lawson   I think it's more than just what I believe. I think there's a history here you're choosing to ignore.    
 
 Ron Lawson   Great! More heads on the beds and butts in the seats. Because that's what this county needs. More 
minimum-wage jobs.    
  
 Ron Lawson   But if the Opry did open, you would I have to agree that this would be in direct competition to the 
Opry, correct?     
 
 Because anyone considering funding the Opry would have to be now considering this "potential" competition for the 
same consumer.   
 
 Doug Harden   Ron Lawson Waiting on your plan to 'fix' our employment problem.....at least we're trying to DO 
something.    
 
 Doug Harden   If frogs had wings....    
 
 Ron Lawson   Wouldn't the innkeepers also benefit if the opry was rebuilt? Perhaps supporting projects funded by 
the private sector rather than building venues would be equally as beneficial for the innkeepers and zero risk.    
 
 Doug Harden   The Opry 'failed' due to piss poor management after Duane died. It's been well documented.    
 
 Doug Harden   This tax can not be spent on private projects.    
 
 Doug Harden   He was offered much support...to no avail. TIF, etc...    
  
 Ron Lawson   Doug Harden     
 
 Apparently you have knowledge I'm not aware of. Gotta love a small county. Apparently, there are lenders that don't 
agree with you.   
 
 Ron Lawson   Doug Harden support in not necessarily money.    
 
 Doug Harden   He was given all that could be given...    
  
Doug Harden   I gotta get back to work...info is out there.   



 
 Ron Lawson   Doug Harden please indulge me by explaining the "support" the opry project has enjoyed.    
 
 Ron Lawson   Doing the wrong thing cannot be considered as "doing something" to "fix" the employment problem 
that continues to plague this county.     
 
 I hasten to point out that the employment problem in this county still existed the entire time the Opry was here! Surely 
would have to agree with me that another venue similar to that, only bigger is not the answer.  
 
Again, you claim to have studies and facts. I feel the need to point out that studies are NOT necessarily facts.   
 
Either way, it appears you're ignoring the history.  
   
 Doug Harden   Haven't ignored anything...if not for tourism and the Opry (when Duane ran it) Nashville would look 
more like Freetown.    
 
 Amy Kelso   Well yet to see someone who won't directly or indirectly benefit from this give support..and Ron 
Lawson..this is the first time we have ever agreed on FB   � for those wondering..since property tax is the ultimate 
fall back.. research is being done on a remonstrance..from what I understand     
 
 Doug Harden   LOL...on this page?! It's the same 10 people in a small echo chamber.    
 
 Amy Kelso   Then why do you bother? And btw. .haven't heard it in meetings , on the street or anywhere in 
town..shopkeepers etc...soo ya    
   
 Amy Kelso   Except Nancy Crocker and Penny from Bear Hardware...but they need uniforms as the cheerleaders for 
everything the town does haha    
  
 Amy Kelso   I have a feeling that it is gonna come down to a signature race    
 
 Ron Lawson   Doug Harden     
 
 Get real. The opry was built two years AFTER I graduated high school. I'm confident there was a Nashville when I 
went to high school! It burnt almost 8 years ago. According to you, it's been mismanaged sense DeWayne died in 96. 
So for 20 years the opry has either been mismanaged or gone, and Nashville hasn't closed yet. 
 
In fact, the opry was only there for 28/29 years. In terms of a history of the town, that's a pinhead. The opry didn't make Nashville. 
Nashville made the opry.  
 
Supposedly it has funding and about to break ground. This, government backed project will be in direct competition with Wayman 
and the opry. Not to mention the Bill Monroe Music Park, Mikes Dance Barn, Indiana Red Barn. All private funded venues, booking 
music events EvERY WEEKEND!  
 
Would the CVB board be ok if a Wolf Creek Lodge was built on the Snyder Farm site using income tax supported funding to compete 
head to head with them?  
 
Do it if you choose. But how dare you take money from these people listed above, then use it to attempt to harm their business.  
That's nonsense  
  	
  Ron Lawson Because Branson, etc...would be more successful with only one venue...right.    
 
 Ron Lawson   Really? You want to compare Branson with Nashville?     
 
 Branson is comprised with several different privately funded venues. That's not what we're talking about.  If the 
country music stars, or opera stars, or heavy metal bands decided that they wanted to make Nashville Indiana there Mecca, fine. That's 
called competition in the private sector. No one would have a problem with that.  
 
But that's not what you're suggesting here. What is suggested here that we take tax dollars and fund projects that are in direct 
competition of the private sector. The private sector who has kept this place from looking like Freetown since the Opry closed! 



 
And this is how the CVB board shows its appreciation?  
   
 Ron Lawson   You didn't answer the question.     
 Would the CVB board support a Wolf Creek Lodge built on the Snyder farm property using income tax (or any other 
tax) supported funding to compete direct with their business?   
Because, apparently, according to you, Branson benefited from having more than one motel too, right? 
     
 Ron Lawson   Doug Harden     
 I've never said a word about it till today. I like these generalizations you come up with.   
Like · Reply · August 31 at 3:20pm 
   
 Ron Lawson   Amy Kelso     
 I don't see the Direct, nor indirect benefit to me or anyone I know that would come close to risking this project.   
  
 Amy Kelso   Exactly .    
  
 Ron Lawson   To be clear, I don't have a problem with the project. Live and let live guy. If a group of people wanted 
to build something over there, what do I care? I have a real problem with the government competing with the private 
sector. It's not even at fair competition.    
 
But more than that, I have an a real problem with the direction things continue to go. We live in the county where the 
largest employer in the county is the county and the state. That hasn't changed in my lifetime. And yet, all we ever 
hear is the time and resources spent on projects that will not change this. Projects that benefit a few and make zero 
impact on the real problems.  
 
Amy kelso, apparently we don't agree as much as we think we do. � 
 
Someone please tell me what how this project benefit anyone unless you own a place, renting beds? How does this 
project add better paying jobs with real benefits? If you're a music lover, I suppose you could call it beneficial to have 
more local options to see live entertainment. But how is that the governments responsibility to offer you more options 
for live entertainment?  
 
The government should be involved to the point of, yes you can build it, or no can't. The government should not be 
involved in competing with the private sector. Nor should date be involved in any kind of secured financing for those 
in the private sector!!!!  
 
Why are we spending our time and resources on projects like this in a county with so many needs?  
 
I leave you with this thought. Name two couples/families, not retired, that work for an individual or a company in the 
private sector within the county, that either live in or can afford to buy their own home in the county they work.  
 
I can't either. That's a problem! And yet, this type projects are the ones we continue to chase.  
 
 Ron Lawson   Amy Kelso I'm sorry. I thought you said earlier you did see an impact! My mistake.    
 
 Geoff Thompson   What are your solutions ?    
 
 Amy Kelso   What's the problem? I mean are there declining heads in beds? Or are there more beds? This tax is 
levied to market BC? Won't claim to know the problem they are trying to solve just don't want property tax to be on 
the hook and IT IS if it doesn't work    
 
 Amy Kelso   Take my money out.and I am good.this DOES NOT    
  
 Ron Lawson   Geoff Thompson     
 That question, although intended as sarcasm, is proving my point. I haven't spent years and thousands of dollars on 
Solutions. My point is that no one else has either! My point is that's part of the problem! But this isn't a solution for 
anything! Unless you're in the business of renting a motel beds, this isn't a soulition.  
 



 Ron Lawson   That said, high-speed Internet countywide and a full-time fire department are definitely steps in the 
right direction!     
 
 But instead of working on things like that, things that would have an impact on the entire county, this is what we're 
spending our time and resources on? Why? It's simple. Could it be, because it benefits the people who are making 
the decisions?   
  
 Geoff Thompson   Unless I'm mistaken or ignorant Nashville has one industry- tourism ! Any improvements to it 
meet with resistance. I agree internet access and a fire protection is a priority but that is a County council issue. This 
project does not take away from it -heads in beds (as you call it) adds to the income overall. How is property tax on the 
hook ? If you check property taxes in other tourism based towns you would shit ! Sorry but you could double them here 
and pay for all your needs. Again what do you want ?   
  
 Amy Kelso   Geoff Thompson if innkeepers fails property aka the county is on the hook     
 
 Geoff Thompson   If innkeepers tax fails then Nashville is doomed ! How does it fail ?    
 
 Theresa Ann   Doug Harden you say this project will benefit the BC Taxpayers. Well, I don't own a restaurant or 
hotel so how is it going to benefit me and others?    
  
 Ron Lawson   Geoff Thompson If everyone is so sure of that, then someone or a group of someone's should man up 
and personally guarantee the funds will always be there to pay for any shortcomings. This can be done be securing 
what everyone is so sure of. What's the problem.    
  
 Ron Lawson   Geoff Thompson     
 
 How does heads in beds add to income overall? Who can guarantee this venue will deliver the windfall promised? 
Everyone talks a good game, but no one is ready to personally guarantee it.  
   
 Ron Lawson   Geoff Thompson and if Nashville is doomed and CVB fails, then it's ok for the county to be as well?    
 
 Ron Lawson   If it "can't fail" the CVB already tales in 900,000 a year. Take that income, convince a bank or 
investors into funding this project. If it's such a secure investment and "can't fail", then find another partner or 
investor, other than the county government. That's what the opry has to do!     
 
 Unless it's not as foolproof as people are suggesting.   
  
 Amy Kelso   By failing I mean..fail to cover the bond...falling short...etc...property taxpayers will be on the hook    
 
 Ron Lawson   Amy Kelso exactly!    
 
 It would be foolish not to be skeptical of an proposal or an opportunity to invest in, support, or guarantee a project by 
using phrases such as "It can fail", "too good to fail", or it's "guaranteed", but not using their own money to back it or 
unwilling to personally guarantee it.    
 
 If it's that great an opportunity, they shouldn't need support from a local government wither needs they can't address 
and is already facing budget difficulties.  
 
 Mary Wayt   So, let me throw this out there from 800 miles away: Sometimes you need a public-private partnership 
to get the ball rolling. Once underway, let the private sector take over ownership. In this economic climate, 
companies are looking for incentives. Couldn't that partnership provide such an incentive?    
 
 Ron Lawson   Not a bad suggestion. Unfortunately, that's nothing like this proposal.    
	


